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Life on the Ocean Wave

Write the missing word in each line.

A life on the 1 oc……………………… wave, 

A home on the rolling 2 de……………………,

Where the scattered waters 3 ra…………………….,

And the winds their revels 4 ke……………………. ! 

Like an eagle caged I 5 pi………………….

On this dull, unchanging 6 sh……………………..

Oh 7�gi…………………….�me�the�flashing�brine,

The spray and 8 th…………………….. tempests’ roar!

Once more on the deck I 9 st…………………….

Of my own swift-gliding 10 cr…………………... 

Set sail! farewell to the 11 la…………………… ! 

The 12 ga…………………….. follows fair abaft. 

We shoot through the 13 sp …………………… foam

Like an ocean-bird set 14 fr……………………. 

Like the ocean-bird, our 15 ho……………………

We’ll�find�far�out�to�16 se……………………..

The land is no longer in 17 vi…………………….,

The clouds have 18 be…………………… to frown; 

But with a stout vessel and 19 cr………………………..

We’ll say, let the storm come 20 do……………………. ! 

And the song of our 21 he…………………….. shall be,

While the 22 wi……………………. and the waters rave,

A home on the 23 ro……………………. sea! 

A 24 Ii………………………. on the ocean wave.
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1 Of the two tribes, which are the taller people – the Pygmies or the Kalahari Bushmen? 
………………………..

2 Would you say that either of the two tribes are vegetarians? …………………………

3 If you came across a Pygmy hut at noon, would the inhabitants most likely be asleep? ….…

4 What sort of fruit would the Bantu be able to offer a pygmy for some fresh monkey? ……..

5 Are there poisonous beetles found in the Kalahari Desert that the Bushmen must avoid?…..

6 Do either the Pygmies or the Bushmen live in permanent houses? …………………………

7 Name the three animals mentioned in the passage that become meat for these people. 
………………………………………………………

8 What kind of water settles on plants in the early morning and is collected for drinking by the 
Bushmen? ………………………..

9 Of the two people, which would be more warlike? ………………………….

10 Have the Pygmies had contact with white people for over two hundred years? ……………..

11 Are�there�any�rivers�flowing�through�the�Kalahari�Desert?�…………………………

12 Do you think it possible that the skin of the Bushmen has been affected by the sun over 
generations? …………………………..

13 After a successful hunt, the Bushmen celebrate. Which word tells us that they have a larger meal 
than usual? …………………………..

14 What two musical instruments can the Bushmen play? …………………    …………………

15 There is one type of fruit mentioned that must grow wild in the Kalahari Desert near waterholes. 
What is it? …………………………..

16 Would it be unusual to meet a Pygmy woman who was 135 centimetres tall? ……………….

17 What does a Kalahari Bushman use as a straw? …………………………

18 What do Bushmen use to mark out areas they claim are their own for hunting? …………….
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Little People of Africa

There are few places in the world where people live as they did thousands of 
years ago. In Africa, there are two such groups of people who are quite small; 
the Pygmies and the Bushmen. The Pygmies are usually less than one and 
a half metres tall and the Bushmen are only about twenty centimetres taller. 
Nobody knows why they are so much smaller than other African tribes.

The Pygmies live on the western side of Africa, in thick forests which grow 
near the equator. These brown-skinned people are hunters, living on the meat 
of the animals they kill and on the roots and berries which the women collect. 
They make little clearings in the forest and build cone-shaped huts with sticks 
and leaves. Because they soon kill many of the forest animals around the 
clearing, they live in the huts for only a few weeks and have to move on. Their 
mobile lifestyle does not encourage them to plant crops. During the day they 
rest because most of the animals are hiding in day light hours. At night the animals emerge to search for 
food and it is then that the Pygmies go on the hunt, moving silently between the trees with their bows 
and arrows and spears. The forest is so thick that the Pygmies are able to hide from strangers very 
easily, and it was not until 1870 that white explorers made contact with them. Pygmies sometimes come 
out of the forest to trade with their taller neighbours, the Bantu, exchanging meat for yams and bananas 
which the Bantu grow in their villages. Nearly three thousand kilometres to the south of the Pygmies’ 
forests live the Bushmen of the Kalahari Desert. Their skin is a light coffee colour, and becomes 
quite wrinkled when they are still young. Their hair is short and curly, growing in twisted knots like 
peppercorns. Crops cannot be grown because the climate is too dry, with no rivers to provide irrigation. 
Even if the rainfall doubled, the land would still remain arid. Although Bushmen like meat, animals are 
so scarce that they have to live mainly on berries and roots gathered by the women.

With few trees and bushes growing, the Bushmen have to stalk animals until they are close enough to 
fire�their�deadly�arrows.�Sometimes�they�hide�in�holes�near�patches�of�new�grass�and�surprise�animals�
that way. Leather loin-cloths are worn by both sexes, and ornaments made of coloured beads fashioned 
from ostrich egg-shells. Everything which the Bushmen use comes from the desert. Arrows are made 
from reeds, sharp stones become knives or scrapers and poison for arrows is extracted from beetles 
or snakes. Shelters are made of sticks, grass and reeds. The women use pointed sticks to dig for roots. 
A�round�stone�with�a�hole�bored�through�it�is�often�fitted�to�the�top�of�a�stick�to�make�it�heavy,�and�the�
added weight makes it easier to break the soil.

The family groups are always on the move from water-hole to water-hole as water is used up quickly 
and animals become scarce. Each group has its own hunting territory, and they mark the boundary with 
decorated stones. When a hunter manages to kill an antelope or an ostrich, everyone joins in the feast. 
Then a dance begins; the women clapping while the men imitate the actions and sounds of animals. 
Their dancing and singing is accompanied by a guitar made from a tortoise shell with animal sinews 
for strings. Drums are made by stretching leather over clay pots. The men add to the noise with rattles 
made from insect cocoons tied round their feet.

Where rain is scarce, water has to be carefully collected. Dew is wiped from leaves, long reeds are 
pushed into soil and used as straws for sucking up underground water. Such water as they collect, is 
stored in the shells of ostrich eggs, which are buried in the sand to keep them cool. In very dry times, 
these people may have to go without a real drink of water for months, relying on the moisture from 
melons or the blood of animals they kill. 

The�Bushmen�are�harmless�people,�having�been�driven�into�the�desert�by�fiercer�tribes.�It�is�almost�
unknown for any of these gentle people to hit another person. If a blow were to be struck, the man or 
woman would feel ashamed at having done such an unthinkable deed. Perhaps we have something to 
learn from them.
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A Musical Genius

Wolfgang Mozart, the son of a talented musician, was born at Salzburg, Austria, in 1756. At the 
age�of�five,�he�composed�a�minuet�and�trio�that�older�boys�and�girls�today�would�find�pleasing�
to�play.�His�older�sister�at�first�showed�that�she,�too,�was�gifted�musically,�so�they�all�went�off�on�
a musical tour. Mozart played before the Empress Maria Theresa, and romped with the little 
princess who afterwards became Queen of France, Marie Antoinette. These great ladies 
used to take him upon their knees, kiss and shower gold on him. It was Mozart’s happiest 
time.

When Mozart began life in earnest as a married man, things seemed to change, for he 
was always poor. He composed incessantly, but even successful composition did not pay 
then as it does today. Both the butcher and the baker were often worrying Mozart for a 
settlement of their accounts. A friend called one winter’s day and found Mozart and his wife 
waltzing round the room. Their excuse was that they were cold and could not afford any wood for the 
fire.

Under those conditions, Mozart produced some glorious compositions before he died, aged 36. There 
were�769�of�his�works�altogether.�In�his�own�day�he�was�regarded�chiefly�as�a�composer�of�opera,�and�
we still think highly of his Don Giovanni, The Magic Flute and The Marriage of Figaro.

Mozart was full of wit and charm in spite of his poverty. He was asked one day by a young man how 
to compose. The gentle Wolfgang replied by telling the questioner that he was too young to ask such 
questions. ‘But you began composing at a much younger age than I would be,’ said the young man. ‘Ah, 
yes,’ replied Mozart, with a smile. ‘But then, you see, I did not ask anyone how to compose.’

Mozart’s end was very sad. He was taken ill in 1791, and during his illness he wrote a famous Requiem, 
a sort of funeral song, which he had sung around his death-bed to hear its effect. Then, on the day of 
his funeral, a great storm arose, and only the undertaker and his men went to the cemetery to see him 
buried.�He�died�so�poor�that�his�remains�were�put�in�a�pauper’s�grave,�where�many�coffins�lay.�Nobody�
bothered with his grave for many years and now people are not quite sure of the area in the cemetery in 
which he was buried. Today Mozart’s monument is in the cemetery, but probably not in the right place.

1.  Did Wolfgang Mozart have the advantage of being the son of a musician? ……………

Tick the right answers:

2. Mozart became poor because 
(a) he ate and drank too much. ….  (b) the money from composing was not much. …. 
(c) he had so many friends to entertain. …... (d) his father spent all his money. …….

3. The point of Mozart’s second answer to the young man was 
(a) that he had to seek advice from a much older man....... 
(b) that composing was fun. ...... 
(c) that composing was something born in someone, not taught. …….

4. Would it be true to say that Mozart is appreciated more today than he was when he  
was alive? …………

5 To which country would you go to see Mozart’s monument? ……………

Write the word from the passage that means the same as: 

6 clever talk ………………….   7 without stopping ……………………..
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Of the survivors, one woman and four men made the perilous trip back, creeping slowly against the 
gale. Mrs Darling was at the water’s edge to meet them. The boat returned with two of the men rowing 
this time - Grace was utterly exhausted. When darkness came, all the survivors were safely housed. 
Grace spent much time comforting the woman, who had lost two children in the storm.

A�few�days�later,�Grace�woke�up�to�find�that�she�was�famous.�The�story�of�the�rescue�had�reached�
the�public�through�newspapers.�The�government�gave�her�fifty�pounds,�her�father,�two�hundred�and�
seventy. Admirers sent other small amounts. All this was of no help to Grace. It seems that the brave 
girl suffered from tuberculosis and remained an invalid for the next four years until she died. Her body 
was frail when she rowed the boat, but her spirit was strong. “She just faded away like a snowstorm,” 
said her sister.

1 Was there room on Longstone rock to keep horses? ………………………

2 Before the shipwreck, did Grace spare thoughts for the safety of sailors? ……………………….

3 Was Grace able to open her window and breathe in the sea air? ………………………

4 Was Mr Darling an educated or uneducated man? ………………………

5 Write the sentence that gives the reason Grace lay awake the night of the huge storm. 
. ……………………………………………………………………………………………….........………  
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

6 What�did�Grace�and�her�father�use�to�confirm�the�sighting�of�wreckage?�…………………………

7 Who besides Mr Darling was not in favour of setting out in the boat? ……………………………..

8 Which�word�tells�us�that�Grace�was�not�in�a�fit�condition�when�she�arrived�back�in�the� 
boat. …………………………

9 Do you think the Forfarshire was driven by steam? ……………………………

10 Were there other islands besides Longstone that were further out to sea along that particular 
coast of England? …………………………..

11 How many people owed their lives to Grace Darling and her father? ………………………….

12 Circle the best phrase to describe the life of the Darling family on Longstone: 
(a) cheerless and gloomy 
(b) cheerful but isolated  
(c) wretched and miserable.

13 Circle the best phrase to describe Grace Darling: 
(a) religious and robust 
(b) clever and resourceful 
(c) caring and courageous.

Which words from the passage mean the same as:

14 a person who studies animals ……………………     15 loud noise …………………….

16 a person who is sick for a long time ……………     17� fixed�firmly�…………………….

18 trust in one’s ability ………………………...........     19 reassuring or consoling ……….
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Grace Darling

A lighthouse on a tiny island, little more than a rock, 
seems a strange place to spend one’s childhood, 
but that was where the famous heroine, Grace 
Darling, grew up. Her father was keeper of the 
lighthouse on the Longstone, the most seaward 
of the Farne Islands, off the coast of northern 
England. The Longstone was a little over a 
metre above high water, but the lighthouse rose 
to twenty metres. There Grace came when 
she was ten, in the year 1825, and here she 
lived nearly all the rest of her short life.

Grace passed much of her girlhood in the 
midst of wild seas. At night, in her room in the 
lighthouse, she was often lulled to sleep by the 
tumult of the waves, and the rain lashing against the 
window that was not built to open. She was snug, dry 
and safe in her bed, but on rough nights she always thought 
anxiously�of�the�sailors,�battling�the�tempest�out�at�sea,�and�she�never�finished�her�prayers�without�one�
for them. For her lonely home had been built to warn sailors of danger, and the idea of saving human 
life had been ingrained in her mind.

Her father, William Darling, was a deeply religious man and he brought his children up carefully. They 
saw�little�of�the�outside�world,�but�he�told�them�stories�of�it�and�showed�them�maps.�He�had�a�fiddle�
and he could play many a gay song, as well as hymns on Sundays. He was a great naturalist, too, and 
taught the children much about the sea-birds that haunted those wild islands. As the years went by, his 
children departed from Longstone, until only Grace was left there with her father and mother. She was 
now 22, a small, slight woman, looking like a child beside her father, who was very tall.

One�night�in�1838,�a�terrific�gale�was�blowing�round�the�lighthouse.�Grace�was�used�to�the�shrieking�
of the wind and the thunder of the waves pounding the Longstone, but tonight she could not sleep. 
Perhaps she knew that a storm like this must surely mean disaster to any ships that drew near that 
rocky coast. Unknown to her, a ship was drawing helplessly near. It was the steamship Forfarshire, 
which had been on its way from Hull to Dundee, with 61 people on board, when it had been caught in 
the storm. Her boilers were split open, the engines were dead, and now, just before dawn, she was 
being driven towards the rocky fangs of the Farnes.

Grace was still awake but did not hear the crash as the vessel ran on a point of rock at the end of Big 
Harker Islet, about 1500 metres from Longstone. The ship broke up, but nine people managed to climb 
to the rock itself, and there they clung, half frozen and exhausted, looking longingly at the lighthouse.

Grace was up and dressed by daylight. Looking out the window, she thought she saw, through the 
spray and rain, some wreckage on Big Harker. She summoned her father, and together they went up 
to the look-out chamber of the tower and, saw through a telescope, the survivors on the rock. Grace 
insisted the two of them row out, but Mr Darling said they would never make it back with a boatload 
of�people�unless�one�of�the�men�was�a�seaman.�Grace�didn’t�care�and�was�confident.�Mrs�Darling�
pleaded with her daughter saying, “We must leave those poor souls to God’s mercy.”

Grace had her way, and her mother helped launch the little rowing boat. With her father, she seemed 
to pass through hours of horror as the waves tossed them around like a cork. When Big Harker loomed 
up, Mr Darling sprang ashore to explain that the boat would have to make two trips. Meanwhile, Grace 
fought the roaring water to save the boat from being smashed against the rocks.
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Beginning with Participles

As a rule, not more than one sentence in any paragraph should begin with a participle. Otherwise, 
instead�of�finding�variety,�the�reader�would�be�irritated�by�the�sameness�of�the�sentences.

Rewrite the following sentences, using the same pattern as the first example.

As John was a tall boy, he was chosen immediately. 
Being a tall boy, John was chosen immediately.

1 I had a cold, so I decided not to enter the water. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………

2 Because she was afraid of the spider, Miss Muffet ran away. 
……..………………………………………………………………………………………….

Do the same with the next two.

After the sea wall had been weakened by waves, it collapsed.  
Weakened by waves, the sea wall collapsed.

3 After it has been abandoned by the crew, the disabled ship drifted onto rocks. 
……………………………………………………………………………………………….

4 The�fire�which�was�fanned�by�a�wind�raced�across�the�valley. 
……………………………………………………………………………………………….

Change the form of the following sentences so that the first word is not a participle.  
The first few words of each answer are provided.

5 Settling down on the grassy slope, we prepared to watch the game. 
As we …………………………………………………………………………………………

6 Having eaten his lunch, the workman rested in the shade of a tree. 
After he ……………………………………………………………………………………..

7 Caught�in�a�flurry�of�wind,�Mum’s�umbrella�was�blown�away. 
When Mum’s umbrella ……………………………………………………………………….

Circle the best ending for the sentence after each participle phrase.

8 Having no money, (a) the ticket could not be bought  
 (b) the man could not buy a ticket.

9 Being my sister’s pony, (a) it was ridden by both of us. 
 (b) both of us rode it.

10 Being a steep hill, (a) it made the driver change gear.  
 (b) the driver had to change gear.

11 Knowing the cafe owner  (a) we were treated well. 
 (b) she treated us well.
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The Stormy Petrel Adapted from the poem by Barry Cornwall

1 A thousand miles from land are we, 3 Over the deep! Over the deep!  
Tossing�about�on�the�roaring�sea.� � Where�the�whale,�and�the�shark,�and�the�swordfish�sleep 
From�billow�to�bounding�billow�cast�� � Outflying�the�blast�and�the�driving�rain, 
Like�fleecy�snow�on�the�stormy�blast.�� � The�petrel�tells�her�tale�-�in�vain; 
The sails are scattered abroad like weeds   For the mariner curses the warning bird 
The strong masts shake like quivering reeds;   Which brings him news of a storm unheard! 
The mighty cables and iron chains,  Ah, thus does the prophet of good or ill 
The hull, which all earthly strength disdains –   Meet hate from the creatures she serves still; 
They strain and they crack; and hearts like stone   Yet she never falters - so, petrel, spring 
Their natural hard, proud strength disown.  Once more over the waves on your stormy wing!

2 Up and down! Up and down! 
From the base of the wave to the billow’s crown,  
And�amidst�the�flashing�and�feathery�foam 
The�stormy�petrel�finds�a�home�–� 
A home, if such a place may be 
For she who lives on the wide, wide sea  
On the craggy ice, in the frozen air,  
And only seeks her rocky lair 
With a mate to form a pair.

The sea bird of this poem ranges over the oceans, hardly ever returning to land. It is a small bird and is 
black except for a few white feathers on its wings and tail. Sailors look upon it as a bird that brings bad 
luck because of its colour and because it is always busiest in stormy weather.

Circle the right answers:

1 The�first�verse�describes�the�ship 
(a) ploughing through heavy seas in a high wind. 
(b) sailing fast through calm water.

2 In the second verse the poet says that 
(a) the petrel makes its home amongst the waves. 
(b) the petrel’s home is at the North Pole.

3 Also in the second verse the poet says the reason that the petrel returns to land is because 
(a) the bird has to come home to her parents. 
(b) she has to raise her own family.

4 In the third verse we read that the petrel is not liked but 
(a) this does not stop the bird from springing over the waves. 
(b) the bird is really friendly.

5 What sea creatures are mentioned in the poem? ……………………………………………………….

6 Write the line that tells us the ship is not driven by engines. 
 ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

7 What word does the poet use instead of ‘sailor’? …………………………..
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“Aah! “ said the apes, as if these were only the beginnings of his troubles.

Singh could think of nothing else, and he was very unhappy because he wanted to complain. 

“Aah!” said the apes impatiently. He heard some of them say, “Is that all?”

“No curry,” he said once more; and then, getting up quickly, he looked for the monkey who had brought 

him, and saw him sitting on the temple steps.

“Please take me back,” he said. “I am not miserable enough for these people.”

The monkey said, “I though so,” and laughed, and took him back. But he was not beaten again.

Now, that is the best of all ways to be comforted. If ever you feel miserable, go tell it to a hundred 
thousand�serious-faced�monkeys,�and�you�will�find�that�you�are�not�really�so�badly�off�and�that�you�are�
lucky to be living in such a beautiful world as ours.

Place a tick against the sentence that completes the first statement.

1 Singh was distracted from his usual job because 
(a) he felt that it would be more fun to play than make curry.  
(b) the cool shadows invited him away from his hot hut. 
(c) he thought he would be able to play with the monkeys.

2 Before meeting the monkey In the forest, Singh saw  
(a) palm, acacia, banyan and wattle leaves. 
(b) banyan, bamboo, acacia and oak leaves.  
(c) bamboo, acacia, banyan and palm leaves.

3 Also in the forest Singh actually saw 
(a) parrots, snakes, a tiger and a monkey. 
(b) parrots, snakes and a monkey. 
(c) snakes, parrots, deer and a monkey.

4 At the end of the jungle the monkey led Singh 
(a) to a ruined city that once was populated. 
(b) to a city that was built by people for the monkeys. 
(c) to a city that was built by monkeys long ago

5 Although the apes listened to Singh, they 
(a) did not think that his troubles were really anything to worry about at all.  
(b) were sorry for him but were unable to talk very well. 
(c)�told�him�that�he�was�lucky�to�live�in�such�a�fine�world.

6 What is the name of the river mentioned in the story? …………………………

7 Can you guess what animal would be likely to roar in the forests of India? …………………

8 Which word tells us that the apes did not smile? …………………………

9 Write the two phrases in the order that they appear in the opening sentence. ………………

 …………………………………………………………........................................................……..

 …………………………………………………………….........................................................…..

10 How many different words did the apes of the old city use when speaking? …………………..
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Answers

46  Sun and Wind Work Together

l evaporation     2 silt     3 the wind      4 carbon dioxide       5 magma   6 the Netherlands      7 molten 

8 unceasingly     9 infertile     10 erosion

47  Usage

1 who’s, prettier     2 have, from     3 I, swam     4 that, any  5 that, because of    6 that, way

7 should, somewhere     8 whom, nor 9 me, she     10 she, who 11 was, lend     12 is, whom

13 if, unless      14 take, extremely     15 were, was      16 is, let      17 blonde, they

48  Better Adjectives

1 succulent     2 powerful     3 towering    4 squalid     5 dejected     6 authentic   7 serviceable     8 abundant

9 congested     10 hostile     11 palatial   12 ignorant     13 fashionable       14 exhausted 15 overjoyed

16 freezing     17 accurate     18 memorable     19 spurious   20 rapacious

49  Law Courts

1 Local Court 2 no 3 the Normans 4 yes 5 no 6 yes 7 yes

50  More Making Words

1�grief� 2�saliva� 3�figment�4�mince� 5�decor� 6�gait� 7�full� 8�sure� 9�toils� 10�tome� 11�ill�����12�arms�

13�cured� ��14�scan� ��15�rout� ��16�arm� �17�more� ��18�glib� 19�coil�����20�gale�����21�Rome� ���22�render�����23�fleet�

24 urn

51  Vocabulary

1 verandah     2 eventually 3 separate      4 astonish      5 corroded    6 precious     7 privilege     8 convenient

9 recommend     10 immense    11 insured      12 variety     13 majority     14 complex     15 preserve    16 fascinate 

17�declare�����18�rumour�����19�proceed�����20�natural�����21�fiction�����22�extension� ���23�establish�����24�original�

25 migraine

52/53  The Hundred Thousand Monkeys

1 b     2 c      3 b     4 a     5 a    6 Ganges     7 tiger     8 serious-faced     9 on the banks, of the river  10 one

54/55  Grace Darling

1 no     2 yes     3 no     4 educated     5 Perhaps she knew…  6 telescope     7 Mrs Darling    8 exhausted     9 yes 

10�no�����11�nine�����12�(b)������13�(c)�����14�naturalist������15�tumult�����16�invalid�����17�ingrained������18�confident�

19 comforting

56/57  Little People of Africa

1 Kalahari Bushmen      2 no  3 yes 4 bananas     5 yes     6 no 7 antelope, ostrich, monkey 8 dew

9 the Pygmies      10 no     11 no     12 yes      13 feast     14 drums, guitar     15 melon     16 no      17 a reed 18 stones

58/59  The Burgomaster and the Lion

1 (b)     2 (c)     3 (c)     4 (a) 5 four     6 the messenger     7 no     8 fortune      9 agility     10 he killed it with a sword 

11 famous     12 valiantly      13 strewn  14 liberties     15 informing     16 unite  17 memorial     18 menagerie 

19 unprepared     20 resolved

60  A Life on the Ocean Wave

1 ocean 2 deep 3 rave 4 keep 5 pine 6 shore 7 give 8 the 9 stand 10 craft 11 land 12 gale 13 

sparkling     14 free     15 home      16 sea      17 view     18 begun 19 crew  20 down    21 hearts     22 wind 

23 roaring     24 life
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6 A Musical Genius

1 yes 2 (b) 3 (c) 4 yes 5 Austria 6 wit 7 incessantly
7 Beginning with Participles

1 Having a cold, I decided not to enter the water. 2 Being afraid of the spider, Miss Muffet ran away.
3�Abandoned�by�the�crew,�the�disabled�ship�drifted�onto�rocks.� 4�Fanned�by�a�wind,�the�fire�raced�across
the valley. 5 As we settled down on the grassy slope, we prepared to watch the game. 6 After he had
eaten his lunch, the workman rested in the shade of a tree. 7 When Mum’s umbrella was caught in a
flurry�of�wind,�it�was�blown�away.� 8�(b)� 9�(a)� 10�(a)� 11�(b)

8 The Stormy Petrel
1�(a)� 2�(a)� 3�(b)� 4�(a)� 5�whale,�shark,�swordfish� 6�The�sails�are�scattered�abroad�like�quivering�weeds.�
7 mariner

9 The Donkey and the Salt
1�obtain� 2�large� 3�filled� 4�off� 5�load� 6�down� 7�river� 8�through�9�slipped� 10�wet� 11�salt
12 tighter   13 seaside  14 home   15 water    16 however    17 purpose   18 following    19 noticed
20 previous     21 decided     22 wash 23 heavier    24 loaded

10  The Eagle and the Jackdaw
1 grassy 2 moving 3 cloudless    4 outstretched 5 sharp 6 powerful    7 few 8 rocky 9 splendid
10 pointed    11 curly     12 heavy     13 keen     14 speedy 15 unlucky     16 unfortunate 17 sorry 18 happy 
19 juicy 20 strong 21 vain

11  Your Heart
1 yes 2 the ribs 3 artery 4 nearer 5 veins 6 the brain     7 left 8 falters 9 essential    10 curious

12  Making Words
1 spear 2 dares 3 revel 4 verse 5 art 6 real 7 bile 8 cross 9 trial 10 liar 11 suits 12 breeds
13�high� 14�piston� 15�dowel� 16�ruby� 17�age� 18�ride� 19�loam� 20�flint� 21�beam� 22�ogle� 23�metre�
24 apt

13  Wool
1T 2T 3T 4F 5T 6T 7F 8F 9T 10T

14  The Warning
1 incessantly      2 clearly     3 alarmingly      4 already     5 shortly      6 helplessly     7 clumsily      8 urgently 9 Grimly 10 
greedily     11 Suddenly 12 quickly      13 frantically      14 cruelly    15 miserably     16 rapidly 17 noisily 
18 safely 19 wearily 20 happily

15  Crazy Sentences
1 is, largest     2 delayed, fog     3 was, of     4 wooden, young      5 fruit, table     6 dam, some     7 new, you
8 renovations, museum     9 his, shone     10 time, the      11 after, police     12 the, In      13 The, a 14 pop, family
15�dent,�new������16�flower������17�serge�����18�process,������19�pathetic������20�ermine������21�night������22�surge

16  Pablo Picasso
1 Spain 2 blue 3 yes      4 cubist 5 mandolin, tablecloth      6 cloth, wool    7 Not everybody understood or 
even liked this sort of painting.

17  Caught!
1�is�����2�overhears� ��3�feels� ��4�has� 5�goes� 6�runs�����7�finds�����8�are�����9�can������10�comes�����11�goes� 12�finds
13 slithers     14 picks     15 notices     16 needs 17 becomes     18 uses     19 manages     20 cover     21 spill     22 is 
23 hears    24 squeezes     25 is      26 enters 27 sees   28 wonders      29 has     30 is     31 picks     32 has 
33 separates      34 remarks   35 goes     36 is

18  Rhyming Word

1 bruise 2 squeak 3 barren 4 prise 5 sower 6 throne 7 suite 8 pane 9 pier 10 route 11 wholly

SAM
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